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know what we wanted. We were prepared and gave them
the facts of the problems of the Negro Physicians as
they related themselves to hospital practice, they were
astonished and assured the committee that the problem
would be given serious consideration. We were greatly
pleased when the next issue of the State Journal carried
the report of that meeting and urged each hospital in the
State of New Jersey to make its facilities available to all

Negro Physicians in the State.
In New Jersey today, I do not know of a single coun-

ty society which does not have Negro physicians in its
membership. Not only that, but County Society members
have so accepted the Negro Physician that many have
been elected to office in these Societies. It is my con-
sidered opinion that white physicians now would not
have it any other way.

DETROIT PHYSICIAN VOICES RESENTMENT OF A.M.A. INDIFFERENCE

The following letter addressed to the Michigan Mem-
bership Chairman of the Association of American Phy-
sicians and Surgeons is self-explanatory.

October 1, 1962

Your second offer of the opportunity to join the Associa-
tion of American Physicians and Surgeons, Inc. was recently
received. I must decline this offer. My reason for doing so
may be of no interest to you but for the sake cf presenting
an ignored point of view, here it is.
One of the best supporters of Federal encroachment on

private practice of medicine is organized medicine itself. By
ignoring the struggle of the Negro doctors for equality of
opportunity in the medical institutions of the country, the
A.M.A. and its subsidiaries have alienated more than 5000
physicians and the public opinion that they influence.

In D)etroit, for one of the thousands of examples in our
fair lanid, we have waged a five year struggle for equal op-
portunity to train and practice in the private hospitals in
our area. Slight progress has been made in gaining staff
appointments but practically none in the area of residency
training. Our efforts have been reported in the daily papers
and in some national organs. The news media of Michigan's
medical societies (state and county) not only do not support
us but, apl)arently do not consider such efforts newsworthy.

M1oreover, it is common knowledge that some area hospitals
do not, as a rule accept Negro patients. In many instances
such patients enter the emergency rooms of these hospitals,
critically ill, only to be transferred to other hospitals to
their detriment. Organized medicine is aware of these prac-
tices and looks the other way.

Several suits are l)ending throughout the country to force
medical institutions in Chicago, Atlanta, the Carolinas and
other areas to become democratic in their operations. These
events have made front page reading in all levels of news
media except those of the A.M.A. and its subsidiaries.
Those of you who do confine your reading to those items

clhosen by the A.M.A. for publication do not know that:
1. On February 12, 1962 six Negro physicians were a

party to a suit against two hospitals in Greensboro, N. C.,
charging discriminatory practices based upon race.

2. During the same month Dr. Peyton Higginbottom, of
Bluefield, West Virginia, was denied membership in his county
medical society on the grounds of race, despite the fact that
he is chairman of the State Board of Health.

3. On 3-5-62 Congressman John Dingle introduced a
bill in Congress to end racial segregation under the Hill-
Burton Act.

4. On 3-24-62 a suit was filed against a general hospital
in Orangeburg, S. C. charging unlawful segregation of its

facilities.
A most celebrated case also escaped your attention in

Chicago, the home base of the A.M.A. Ten Negro physicians,
nine of them members of the A.M.A., filed suit against 56
Chicago hospitals and five hospital organizations alleging
a conspiracy against Negro physicians.

This struggle against bigotry in organized medicine is being
fought by the Negro alone except where the government has
offered assistance. In the south the federal government has
given aid and in Chicago the city government. The A.M.A.
on the other hand, ignores these p)roblems as though they
do not exist.
While reading the A.M.A. Journal in 1956 you learned

that our American Medical Association, working through
the American Medical Society of Vienna, gave thousands of
dollars to assist hard-pressed Hungarian Physicians. The
great influence of the A.M.A. was extended to many parts
of the world to assist these refugees to find freedom of
opportunity to practice medicine.
More recently, and on a much larger scale, the American

Medical Association has come to the rescue of the refugee
Cuban physicians in the Miami area. Enormous sums of
A.M.A. money, in secured loans, are available to the indi-
vidual Cuban physician and thousands of dollars are being
poured into the Cuban Medical Association in exile for the
benefit of the Cuban physicians. Moreover, the A.M.A.
board sent a formal note of alppreciation to the Dade County
(Miami) Medical Association.

Earlier this year, when one county medical society in
Georgia dropped its racial bars against membership, the
A.M.A. failed to congratulate them. As a matter of fact,
the association failed to mention it at all in its news.
Your booklet "Principles and Objectives", discusses free-

dom in considerable detail. Not a word is said, however,
about freedom from the tyranny to which the Negro doctor
and I)atient are subjected in almost all areas of these. United
States. Such an inclusion would gain for your organization
a more favorable reaction in some circles than it now enjoys.

All of these things have been said over and over to no
avail. Apparently, it is just as difficult for those of you in
high places to understand this situation as it was for Mr.
Nixon to understand why he was insulted in South America
or for our country to see it is responsible for the growth
and development of the Fidel Castros and Chedda Jagous
that reject our way of life.
What we need in medicine is not more organized expen-

sive armadas to fight the federal government, but a trans-
fusion of democracy in the existing institutions that will
make the government's efforts unattractive and unnecessary.

CHARLES H. WRIGHT, M.D., F.A.C.S.
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